
And the American idea is no crab but a man incessantly ad-
vancing as the shadow of the dial or the heavenly body that
casts it.

—
S. Ward thinks ’Twill do for Carolina to be unreasonable &

nullify. But not so with Massachusetts, which is the head: the
toe may nullify, but the head must not nullify.

—
As soon as the Constitution enacts a criminal law, disunion

already exists. “’Tis you that say it, not I; you do the deeds.”
—

M. F. said one day to S W & A W “I have not seen any in-
tellect that would compare with my own.”

If these 30 nations cannot do what they would, who can?
Is it not time for them to do something beside ditching &
draining? beside making land friable, & hay & corn cheap?
beside getting money?
Every race has done somewhat generous. What have you done?

One thing or the other. If it is ascertained that the commis-
sioner is only a notary to surrender the black man to his
hunter, then infamy attaches to the post. No man of right sen-
timents can sit on that bench. It belongs to a class from which
the turnkey & the hangman & the informer are taken. The
dislike & contempt of Society very properly attaches to the
officer.

—
The fugitives
You may say the slaves are better off as they are, & that

nothing will tempt them to exchange their condition. This
amiable argument falls to the ground in the case of the fugi-
tive. He has certified, as distinctly as human nature could, his
opinions.
And to take him back is to steal.

We are glad at last to get a clear case, one on which no
shadow of doubt can hang. This is not meddling with other
people’s affairs,—this is other people meddling with us. This is
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not going crusading after slaves who it is alleged are very
happy & comfortable where they are: all that amiable argu-
ment falls to the ground, but defending a human being who
has taken the risks of being shot or burned alive, or cast into
the sea, or starved to death or suffocated in a wooden box,—
taken all this risk to get away from his driver & recover the
rights of man. And this man the Statute says, you men of Mas-
sachusetts shall kidnap & send back again a thousand miles
across the sea to the dog-hutch he fled from. And this filthy
enactment was made in the 19th Century, by people who could
read & write.
I will not obey it, by God.

A voyage! yes; but I do not like that craft which requires that
we should stand all hours at the pump.

Intellect strips, affection clothes. If the good God would
perfect his police on any day he has only to open that upper
chamber in each man’s & woman’s brain which is his or her
determinate love, & on the instant chastity is secured by an
impregnable guard, as if all the population lived like naked
children in one nursery.

Doctrine of Leasts.
Nature makes everything Cheap: the smallest amount of

material; the low-price, the low-fare system, is hers. Least ac-
tion, least pain.

Liberty.
I think this matter of liberty is one of those rights which re-

quires fine sense to appreciate, & with every degree of civility
it will be more truly felt & defined. A barbarous tribe will by
means of their best heads secure substantial liberty, but where
there is any weakness in a race as is in the black race & it
becomes in any degree matter of concession & protection
from their stronger neighbours, the incompatibility & offen-
siveness of the wrong will of course be most evident to the
most cultivated.
For it is, is it not, the very nature of courtesy, of politeness,

of religion, of love, to prefer another, to postpone one’s self,
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to protect another from one’s self. That is the distinction of
the gentleman,—to defend the weak & redress the injured, as
it is of the savage & the brute, to usurp & use others.

—
As Vishnu in the Vedas pursues Maya in all forms, when, to

avoid him, she changes herself into a cow, then he into a bull;
she into doe, he into a buck; she into a mare, he into a stal-
lion; she into a hen, he into a cock, & so forth; so our meta-
physics should be able to follow the flying force through all
transformations, & name the new pair, identical thro’ all vari-
ety. For Memory, imagination, Reason, sense, are only masks
of one power; as physical & spiritual laws are only new phases
of limitation.

—
Autobiography too. I am never beaten until I know that I

am beaten. I meet powerful people to whom I have no skill to
reply. They think they have defeated me. It is so published in
the journals. I am defeated in this external way, perhaps, on a
dozen different lines. My Leger may show that I am in debt,
cannot make my ends meet, & vanquish the enemy so. My
race may be not prospering, we are sick, ugly, obscure, unpop-
ular: My children may be worsted; I seem to fail in my pro-
tegés too. That is to say in all the encounters that have yet
chanced I have not been weaponed for that particular occa-
sion, & have been historically beaten, & yet I know all the
time that I have never been beaten, have never yet fought,
shall certainly fight when my hour comes, & shall beat.
All eloquence is a war of posts. What is said is the least part

of the oration. It is the attitude taken, the unmistakeable sign
never so casually given (in the tone of voice, or manner, or
word,) that a greater spirit speaks from you than is spoken to
in him.

—
It is not so strange as we say that races mix. We make a great

ado about pure races, but strange resemblances meet us every-
where. Not strange that Malay & European, Celt & Saxon,
Roman & Tartar should mix, when we see the descent of the
beasts of the forest in our human form, that the barriers of
the races are not so firm but that some spray sprinkles us from
the most distant seas.
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We are superstitious.
What we think & say is wonderfully better for our spirits &

trust, in another’s mouth.
Of course, the fact of my discontent with Webster’s speech,

which reaches to total aversion, does not yet advertise me that
it weakens his position, until I hear another man say “it is
base.”

We think the event severed from the person, & do not see
the inevitable tie. It is like the nudicaulis plant,—the leaf in-
variably accompanies it, though the stems are connected
underground.

I am always taught that not the topic,—the subject,—is im-
portant,—but the angle of vision only. Allcot astonishes by the
grandeur of his Angle. I tell him he is the Bonaparte of specu-
lators, born to rout the armies of ghosts, the Austrians of the
Soul.

Dreams
My dreams are somewhat arch & satirical if I dare give them all
the meaning they will bear. If they mean anything, they are
surprising hits, yet by no means from a divine plane, but from
a great sagacity on the Franklin level. This confusion in
counting New Hampshire bills was an example. They had a
varying value, twenty different figures on the corners.

—
Shakspeare.

One listens to the magnifying of Goethe’s poem by his
critic, & replies, “Yes, it is good, if you all agree to come in, &
be pleased;” and you fall into another company & mood, &
like it not. It is so with Wordsworth. But to Shakspeare alone
God granted the power to dispense with the humours of his
company: They must needs all take his. He is always good; &
Goethe knew it, & said, “It is as idle to compare Tieck to me,
as me to Shakspeare.” I looked through the first part of Faust
today, & find it a little too modern & intelligible. We can make
such a fabric at several mills, though a little inferior. The mi-
raculous, the beauty which we can manufacture at no mill,
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